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S

by
Ashok Dilwali

o Said the Wise is a collection of inspirational thoughts from some
of India’s greatest minds, combined with stunning photographs.The
visionaries included come from many different walks of life, and, by
virtue of their scholarship and erudition, have left indelible impressions
on our country and indeed on the world. Ashok Dilwali, a professional
photographer with four decades of experience, provides visuals that
offer a striking complement to these timeless words of wisdom. He has
travelled to many places in the Himalayas, and as a result has captured
thousands of images of nature in its pristine glory.
Vibrant, intense, engrossing colour and unique
monochromatic images instantly catch the reader’s attention
in this travel narrative.
The unique photographs go beyond the obvious
trappings of documenting the apparent, treading on to
interesting but lesser known space and engaging the viewer
in an unusual manner.
The target audience of this travel book includes both
national and international readers, travel enthusiasts, trekkers
and climbers.
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Ashok
Dilwali
magically
brings
snow-clad mountains and lovely valleys into
our homes. He, undoubtedly, reigns supreme
in mountain photography. He has mastered
the art of capturing the exact mood at
appropriate angles with his lens, and presents
the Himalayas, its people and places in a form
and style never seen before. Dilwali won two
gold medals in the International Photography
Competitions in Austria (2005 and 2006). He
also received the third prize in a photography
competition held in the USA in 2002. This is
his 25th publication.

